
 

 

 

Frigoglass contributes to charity organizations through the “Cool for Good” 

initiative, for second year in a row   

Frigoglass supported hundreds of children and refugees by donating new beverage coolers 

Athens, February 17, 2016 – Frigoglass continues supporting local communities and charity organizations 

through the “Cool for Good” initiative, for a second consecutive year. Through the donation of beverage 

coolers, Frigoglass covers the basic needs of non-profit and charity organizations that help hundreds of 

children and refugees. 

Through the “Cool for Good” initiative, Frigoglass, in cooperation with the non-profit foundation “Desmos” 

(www.desmos.org), offered new beverage coolers in six charity organizations. In addition, Frigoglass 

employees in Greece actively and enthusiastically participated in collecting funds for the purchase of food 

supplies that would fill the donated coolers. 

In a highly emotional atmosphere, Frigoglass and Desmos representatives visited together the charity 

organizations that participated in the initiative and delivered the coolers and food supplies. The 

organizations benefited from this initiative were: 

 UNESCO Club of the Department of Piraeus and Islands 

 Salvation Army 

 Plision Streetwork 

 Ladies Charitable Sisterhood of Thessaloniki 

 Pammakaristos Foundation for Children 

 Agkalia - Organization for the Protection of Unborn Children 

Stamatis Karatzas, Frigoglass Head of Commercial Policy and Global Account Management, commented: 

 “In such hard times, when our fellow humans face challenges and are in need, Frigoglass could not but 

embrace the cause showing support and commitment. Our people actively participated in this initiative and 

all together we managed to contribute to the remarkable effort and work carried out by all charity 

organizations. Frigoglass will continue to be present and respond to every humanitarian need in order to 

create better conditions for everyone”.  

Up to date, Frigoglass through the “Cool for Good” initiative, has supported 15 charity organizations by 

donating coolers and spreading joy to people in need.   

 
 
 

http://www.desmos.org/

